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The Chinese Communist Party (CCP) has brutally misruled
the people of China for over 70 years.
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Examples of the CCP’s Crimes against the Chinese People
• Mass starvation
• Rape
• Torture
• Industrial-grade organ harvesting
• Persecution of religious communities
• Slave labor
• Millions of political prisoners and others 

incarcerated
• Genocide 
• Social credit system for surveilling, controlling 

and enslaving entire population
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Any Regime that Treats its Own People So Badly, 
Will Not Treat Others’ Better
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Now, the Chinese Communist Party wants to do 
the same to the rest of the world

The China Dream & the 
Great Rejuvenation

“Remain true to our original aspiration and keep our mission 
firmly in mind, hold high the banner of socialism with Chinese 

characteristics, secure a decisive victory in building a 
moderately prosperous society in all respects, strive for the 
great success of socialism with Chinese characteristics for a 
new era, and work tirelessly to realize the Chinese Dream of 

national rejuvenation.” 

&

“Let us work together to create a mighty force for realizing the 
Chinese Dream and the dream of building a powerful military.”

General Secretary Xi Jinping, 

19th Party Congress October 2017
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The CCP’s Instruments for World Domination

• The United Front for exporting Chinese Communism
• WHO and “the China Model” for pandemic response
• Social Credit System for population control
• Belt and Road Initiative for global colonial build-out
• Huawei and the CCP’s global 5G network
• TikTok, WeChat – Data harvesting, mining
• ”Elite Capture” and other influence operations
• State propaganda and other information operations
• Subversion and Espionage
• ‘Wolf Warrior’ Diplomacy 
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The only real impediment to the CCP’s 
quest for global domination is a 
powerful United States. 

We All are Being Targeted 
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So, the CCP is determined to 
destroy the USA. 

And, consequently, the CCP is 
threatening every American, 
making countering it a non-
partisan priority.

We All are Being Targeted 
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General Secretary of the CCP
Deng Xiaoping

• In 1991, Deng recognized that, with the collapse of the USSR, a new Cold War 
had begun between the PRC and USA. He declared China would win it.

• He adopted the “Hide and Bide” strategy: patiently seek the West’s help in 
building up China’s power by concealing the CCP’s true, malign intentions

A Longstanding Ambition
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In 1999, two influential PLA colonels revealed how to wage 
war against the United States without fighting, including:

The CCP Adopts a Strategy of ‘Unrestricted Warfare’ against America 

• Economic – destroy U.S. industrial base, create supply chain dependencies
• Financial – recruit Wall Street to fundraise for the CCP: $3-6 trillion to date
• Political – delegitimize the U.S. constitutional republic: Maoist race warfare
• Information – aggressive propaganda, suborn U.S. media
• Subversion – insinuate Chinese nationals loyal to the CCP, decry U.S.  

xenophobia 
• Espionage – FBI/MI-5 “massive threat”
• Technology theft – force U.S. companies to surrender proprietary information, 

buy or steal it
• Cyberwarfare – TikTok, Big Data, Huawei, vast army of cyberwarriors
• “Elite Capture” – penetrate every institution in America, greed, sex, influence
• Biological – devastate the population without destroying their infrastructure
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In May 2019, the CCP declared a “People’s War” against America
in People’s Daily, the Party’s most important propaganda outlet.

The CCP Declares War on the United States
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Specific CCP Lines of Attack Against America

• Fentanyl – Chemical warfare manufactured and transported to the U.S. by 
the CCP, enabled by money-laundering operations and precursors in Mexico

• Human trafficking
• Influence operations – aimed at governors and others
• Confucius Institutes and curricula
• Agricultural and other land purchases (some in proximity to military bases)
• Acquisition by theft, purchase or other means of sensitive technologies
• Penetration of CCP companies in state pension funds (likely including some 

sanctioned by the U.S. government for military or human rights reasons)
• Biological warfare – the COVID-19 pandemic
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General Secretary of the CCP
Deng Xiaoping

Deng reportedly tasked the CCP’s biological warfare program with depopulating
the United States, enabling its colonization by China

Another of Deng’s Ambitions
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Within months of declaring a People’s War on America, the 
CCP launched what has been described by a distinguished 
group of experts known as Team B III as a “biological 
warfare attack against America” – namely, the SARS-CoV-2 
virus and the COVID-19 pandemic it precipitated.* 

• Over 1 million Americans have been killed to date    by 
“the CCP virus.”

The CCP’s Biological Warfare Attack against America

* See Team B III report The CCP is at War with America, www.CCPatWar.com.
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• There is no evidence that the virus emerged naturally; 
• There is, by contrast, significant circumstantial evidence that it came from a 

PRC biological weapons laboratory; and 
• The virus was deliberately unleashed on the world by the Chinese 

Communist Party (CCP) when it allowed millions of travelers from Wuhan to 
fly internationally, even as it was locking down movement within China.

• Worse is in store: Evidence of ongoing CCP research, gain of function,   
genetic engineering of more deadly viruses

• Some of that research is still being done in U.S. universities, facilities and  
laboratories

Key Findings of Team B III: The CCP is at War with America
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• Senior officials’ explicit threats (Xi, Wang, Wei)
• Guangdong Province video – transition from “normal to war” in 90 days                                                         
• Massive Chinese lockdowns – justification for supply chain 

restrictions/disruptions, population control and use of social credit system to 
restrict movement of would-be demonstrators 

• Exercises aimed at Taiwan, Japan, South China Sea 
• Leapfrogging 1st Island Chain, gaining footholds in the 2nd one
• Hoarding food, fertilizer, fuel, silicon chips, rare earth minerals, other critical 

materials
• Weaponizing space, cyberwarfare capabilities
• Nuclear build-up
• Conventional force build-up (especially, naval forces)

Mounting Evidence of CCP Preparations for Kinetic War with the U.S. 
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In the face of the truly existential threat posed by the CCP’s war against 
America, we must be able and willing to defend ourselves against and 
defeat the present danger. This will require, among other things:

1. The United States must recognize that the Chinese Communist 
Party is our mortal enemy, a transnational criminal organization 
and a threat that must be defeated.

What We Must Do Now: Six Steps
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2. To that end, the United States must adopt a war-footing that will 
end our dependence on Chinese supply chains for everything from 
medicines to rare earth minerals to fertilizers and silicon chips. 

3. In fact, we must wean ourselves immediately from such 
vulnerabilities by disengaging from business dealings with China
and finding genuine alternative sources of supply (not simply 
Chinese cut-outs in other countries).

What We Must Do Now: Six Steps
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4. We must rebuild our military by focusing its funding, energies, 
training, deployments and acquisitions on defeating the CCP threat. 

The forces we currently have available to counter China must have 
that mission as their priority objective and be deployed for 
offensive, as well as defensive, action. We must engage our allies to 
this end, as well.

What We Must Do Now: Six Steps 
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5. U.S. politicians and officials compromised by the Chinese 
Communist Party must resign.

6. Financial managers must stop using American investors’ money to 
underwrite the Chinese Communist threat. 

What We Must Do Now: Six Steps
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Informed by this presentation, engage those who will be 
representing you in the new Congress and in your 
state’s executive and legislative branches to:

1. Take “The Brief” at www.CCPatWar.com; and 
2. Take up ”The CCP Challenge” (also at CCPatWar.com) 

– explicitly committing to pursue the 6-step agenda 
and to be held accountable for doing that.

What YOU Should Do Now
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http://www.ccpatwar.com/


Committee on the Present Danger: China
www.PresentDangerChina.org

Team B III Report: The C.C.P. is at War with America
www.CCPatWar.com

Also “The Brief” and “The CCP Challenge”

Center for Security Policy
www.SecureFreedom.org

Resources
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